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"Despicable!" The Third Guardian's expression changed when he felt Leon's attack.

He did not dare to delay things for a moment as he hurriedly tried to avoid Leon's attack!

Right after that, he was prepared to continue fleeing using the geography and the trees, but when he saw that Henry was not

with Leon, he changed his mind!

He faced Leon head-on once, and he managed to injure Leon with one blow!

He did not forget about that!

If Leon and Henry pursued him together, there was naturally no way he could take them on two against one!

However, he wondered what was wrong with Leon's head to come for him alone!

Was that not just suicide?!

With his skills at the Almighty State, there was no way he would be afraid of Leon!

That was not all, the Southern Boss' task for him this time was to either capture Leon alive or to eliminate Leon!

Leon was being too arrogant this time, trying to come for him alone. That was the perfect chance for him to deal with Leon!

As long as he could capture Leon, he would not only be able to accomplish the task the Southern Boss gave him, he would even

be able to use Leon to threaten Henry and the others into releasing the Fifth and Sixth Guardians!

Then, he would be able to completely turn the situation around!

"Take this!"

Taking advantage of the Third Guardian being deep in thought, Leon quickly continued to attack!

"What an ignorant fool! Brat, you asked for this! Since you want to die, I'll grant you your wish!" The Third Guardian sneered.

He did not hesitate at all to summon up his tremendous true energy to face Leon's attack!

"Perfect!" Leon scoffed. There was a murderous glint in his eyes.

Even though his actual skill level was not comparable to the Third Guardian, he had many trump cards and tricks, so he was not

afraid!

The Third Guardian facing him head-on was perfect for him!

Otherwise, if the Third Guardian continued to flee with the cover from the trees, it would have taken a lot of effort for him to get

rid of the Third Guardian!

"Brat, die!"

The Third Guardian let out a vicious smile when he saw that

Leon was doing nothing to avoid his attack. There was a sharp glint in his eyes!

After the fight earlier, he could already tell that, other than being faster than normal, Leon was still a distance away from being at

the Almighty State!

If Leon used that strange footwork and speed to try to take things slowly, he might not have been able to do anything to Leon for

a long time!

Yet, Leon gave up on using the speed advantage to face him head-on!

That was just too idiotic!

He would be able to deal with Leon very quickly and spare himself any trouble!

However, it was easy to dream about things. The reality was entirely different!

Before he could even finish his thoughts, he suddenly found that there was a vaguely blue glint coming from Leon's palm!

Right after that, he quickly saw that it was two needles between Leon's fingers!

"What's that? Could they be poison needles?!" The Third Guardian was incredibly shocked!

Joel told the Southern Boss before that Leon had some fatal poison needles. He knew about that!

When he saw that there were two strange needles hidden in Leon's hand, he quickly guessed that they were probably the

poisoned ones!

At that moment, he finally realized why Leon dared to face him head-on despite being weaker!

Leon had another plan, wanting to use poison against him!
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